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The.Global Trends in Green Investing 2011,.considered.
by.some.as.providing.the.most.easily.digestible.appraisal.
of.green.investment.trends,.is.being.released.during.one.
of.the.worst.financial.and.economic.crises.for.a.generation.
with. sharply. rising. unemployment. in. many. parts. of. the.
globe.

A.Green.Economy.approach.to.these.and.other.emerging.
challenges,. such. as. energy. security,. resource. efficiency.
and.catalyzing.an.innovation-based.economy,.go.hand.in.
hand.. . Green. initiatives,. with. their. low. carbon. footprint,.
the.relative.speed.with.which.they.can.be.deployed. into.
developed. and. developing. communities. alike. and. their.
ability. to. generate. new. kinds. of. businesses. and. green.
jobs,.are.a.key.element.of.that.transition.

Government. incentives. are. playing. a. key. role. in. both.
developed. and. developing. economies.. . For. example,.
South. Korea. has. put. nearly. USD. 40. billion. —. or. 3. per.
cent.of.its.GDP.—.towards.its.Green.Economy,.which.is.
expected.to.generate.almost.one.million.new.jobs.

China. is. spending. close. to. USD. 600. billion. on. a. fiscal.
stimulus. package,. of. which. it. will. dedicate. USD. 140.
billion. —. just. under. 2. per. cent. of. its. GDP. —. for. green.
investments,.adding.to.its.USD.17.billion.renewable.energy.
sector.which.already.employs.some.one.million.people.

Concomitantly,. the. US. is. directing. almost. 1. per. cent. of.
its. stimulus. funds. towards. a. more. greener. future. by.
constructing.more.energy-efficient.buildings,.developing.a.
smart.power.grid.and.investing.in.other.green.measures,.
such.as.sustainable.agriculture.and.fuel.efficient.vehicles.

Spent.wisely.and.creatively.these.stimulus.funds.offer.the.
best. chance. at. tackling. today´s. weakened. economies,.
bringing.our. focus.towards.critical. issues.on.the.horizon.

from. future. food.shortages,.natural. resource.scarcity,. to.
energy.security.and.climate.change.

All.of.this.has.led.to.the.“socially.responsible”.and.green.
investment. market. growing. exponentially. over. the. last.
few. years;. making. up. over. 11%. of. all. assets. under.
professional. management.. . This. should. not. come. as. a.
surprise,.considering.that.more.and.more.top.CEOs.and.
institutional. investors. are. adopting. a. decision-making.
paradigm.that.requires.social.and.environmental.impacts.
to.be.carefully.considered.before.money.is.lent.or.invested..

Yet. despite. all. of. this. growth,. research. shows. that. this.
market.is.far.smaller.than.it.would.be.if.investors.were.more.
fully.informed.about.how.competitive.the.returns.could.be...

Luckily,. this. inefficiency.has.and.could.pay.off. for. those.
investors. who. have. stayed. ahead. of. the. investment.
curve.. .As.we. learnt.with. the. internet.boom.of. the.90s,.
it. is.generally. the.early.stage.and. informed. investor.who.
ultimately.succeeds...

The.challenge.of. green. investing. is. twofold:. To. increase.
personal. wealth. while. avoiding. harm. to. people. and. the.
environment..This.can.be.a.daunting.task,.but.this.Green.
Investing.report.contains.an.armoury.of.tools.that.can.help.
you. get. started. down. the. path. to. green. prosperity. and.
wealth..

Together,.socially.responsible.and.Green.investing.should.
aim. to. help. make. the. planet. a. better. place.. As. we.
collectively.strive.towards.this.goal,.one.thing.is.undeniable:..
Enormous.profits.are.at.stake.as.the.World.goes.Green..
Perhaps,.the.time.has.come.where.we.are.now.witnessing.
the. next. social. and. technological. revolution. that. will.
change.the.course.of.history.

The.timing.could.not.be.more.perfect.for.new.investors..
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Never. have. environmental. challenges. loomed. so. large,.
nor.has.the.investment.universe.of.Green.and.sustainable.
solutions.been.this.compelling,.until.now....

The. BP. catastrophe. in. the. Gulf. of. Mexico. is. the. most.
recent.in.a.rapidly.expanding.list.of.global.wake-up.calls..
What´s.more,.the.impacts.of.global.warming.and.climate.
change.are.dotting. the. earth.with. natural. disasters.with.
increasing.frequency.and.intensity..

If.there.ever.was.a.perfect.storm.brewing,.this.is.it..Extreme.
weather. patterns. are. no. longer. the. exception. but. the.
rule.as.recent.events.have.shown.with.one.or.more.fatal.
reports. of. tornados,. hurricanes,. mudslides,. hail. storms,.
wildfires,.drought,.floods.or.heat.waves.

The. encouraging. news. is. that. we. have. a. rising. tide. of.
imperatives.–.environmental,.economic,.and.regulatory.–.
that.are.triggering.green.solutions.activity.by.all.segments.
of. our. society.. Tackling. global. warming. is. no. longer. an.
option;. it. is.a.necessity..As.a.result,. there.are.enormous.
mitigation. and. adaptation. challenges. that. are. inspiring.
innovative. green. investment. solutions. and. revitalizing.
those.already.established.

Tantalizing. big. new. markets. are. offering. long-term,.
double-digit.growth. rates..These.new.markets. inevitably.
attract.entrepreneurs.with.fresh.ideas,.followed.by.capital.
and.larger.companies.seeking.meaningful.growth.

The.universe.of.high-growth,.well-managed.and.investable.

companies. offering. “bona-fide”. green. products. and.

services.is.growing.rapidly..Sustainable.business.models.

are. expanding,. especially. those. addressing. climate.

change.and. resource. scarcity..Green.companies. are.no.

longer.just.young.start-ups.with.entrepreneurs.struggling.

to. make. payroll. and. spending. more. time. raising. money.

than.building.their.businesses..In.fact,.in.just.the.last.few.

years,. there. has. been. and. continues. to. be. a. dramatic.

expansion.of.green.product.and.service.offerings.

For.example,.during.the.first. issue.of. the.Green. Investor.

guide.(early.2005).there.were.very.few.green.companies.

with. sustainable. business. models.. Today,. our. research.

network. indicates. that. the. investable. global. universe. of.

green.companies.exceeds.1,000,.with.more.on.the.way..

The. prospective. investment. returns. in. the. green. space.

are.compelling.and.offer.double-digit.growth.potential. in.

sizeable.but.nonetheless,.rapidly.expanding.markets..

Green.Investing
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.What.is.Green.Investing?

Green.investing.encompasses.a.variety.of.sectors.such.as.

natural. products. and. organic. foods,. sustainable. farming,.

environmental. commodities,. renewable. energy,. pollution.

controls,.non-toxic.practices,.community.involvement.and.

energy-saving. products.. These. sectors. are. then. broken.

down. further. into. subgroups.. Your. social,. personal. and.

environmental.values.should.help.you.focus.on.which.green.

investing.sector.is.the.most.suitable.for.you..

During. the. past. few. years,. the. business. world. has.

also. awakened. to. the. concept. that. “green,”. meaning.

environmentally.conscious,.and.“green,”.meaning.financially.

lucrative,. are. not. mutually. exclusive.. But. how. can. this.

knowledge. translate. to. individuals. who. have. their. own.

money.to.invest?.Whether.or.not.you.knowingly.do.so,.as.

a.conscious.consumer.you.use.your.purchasing.power.to.

demonstrate. which. products. and. services. you. support..

If. you. have. money. available. to. invest,. you. can. take. this.

concept. a. few. steps. further. by. investing. directly. in. your.

favourite. environmentally-minded. companies. and. helping.

to.bolster.both.existing.and.emerging.´green´.industries.

To. help. us. identify. the. most. compelling. investment.

prospects,.we.have. identified.five.major.areas.we.believe.

will. address. some. of. our. immediate. environmental. and.

resource. challenges:. sustainable. agricultural. practices;.

sustainable. energy. such. as. solar. and. wind;. alternative.

fuel. source. such. as. biofuels;. Eco-conscious. living. which.

includes. commodities. and. sustainable. timber.. After.

extensive. research. into. each. category,. through. various.

third-party.academic,.investment,.consulting,.and.industry.

sources,.we.are.able. to.ascertain.what.we.believe. to.be.

realistic. market. sizes,. risk. profile. and. prospective. returns.

for.each.sector...

Below.is.an.abbreviated.table.that.illustrates.our.findings.

With. unprecedented. economic. and. population. growth. in.
some. of. the. most. populated,. less. developed. countries.
such.as.Brazil,.China,.and.India,.the.rising.global.demand.
for.the.world’s.finite.resources.is.unparalleled..There.simply.
are. not. enough. minerals,. water,. food,. land,. energy,. and.
natural. resources. to.meet. the. rising.world-wide.demand..
As. a. result,. resource. scarcity. has. quickly. become. an.
incontrovertible.challenge.

Recognizing. the. gap. between. the. rising. demand. and.
available.supply.of.natural.resources.such.as.coal.and.other.
minerals,. some.countries. like.Australia. are. imposing.new.
taxes.on. the.profits. from.mining.natural. resources..While.
there.are.multiple.motives.for.such.a.tax,.the.net.effect.will.
be. to. increase. prices,. thereby. making. the. efficiency. and.
recycling.industries.doubly.attractive.

The.green.category. that. has. received. the.most. attention.
over. the. last.decade. is.sustainable.energy.or.“cleantech”.
in.the.financial.vernacular..After.attracting.the.most.capital.
in. the. venture. capital. space. for. a. number. of. years,. the.
alternative. energy. category. has. created. its. own. bubble.
due. to. too. many. dollars. chasing. a. limited. number. of.
technologies.. While. valuations. suffered. a. subsequent.
decline,.the.growth.for.this.category.continues.to.be.very.
attractive.with.estimates.of.a.20%.annual.growth.rate.

The. quantity. and. quality. of. sustainable. green. business.
models.available.to.investors.is.extensive.and.offer.compelling.
double-digit.growth.rates..With.the.BP.catastrophe.igniting.
and.catalyzing.a.global.call.for.green.solutions,.we.believe.
the.outlook.for.Green.Investing.is.nothing.but.promising.

Let´s.take.a.look.at.these.asset.classes.in.turn:

SECTOR GLOBAL MARKET SIZE 
Estimated

PROJECTED
Investment Returns RISK EXPOSURE

Soft Commodities 350.Billion 25% Low/medium

Sustainable Agriculture 200.Billion 21,8% Medium

Sustainable Timber 150.Billion 18,9% Low

Solar 70.Billion 12% Low/medium

Bio-Fuels 6.Billion 16% Medium/high

Major Green InvestInG Hot spots In 2011
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.Commodities

As. the. global. financial. crisis. caused. the. prices. of. most.
asset.classes.to.plummet,.commodities.have.been.gaining.
favour. among. investors.. In. fact,. commodities. were. the.
best-performing.major.asset.class.in.the.first.half.of.2010,.
outperforming.stocks,.bonds.and.cash.

Why.have. the.commodities.markets.been.booming.at.a.
time.when.everything.else.is.experiencing.a.decline?.Well,.
many.point.to.China,.and.other.emerging.markets,.as.the.
main.driving.force.behind.the.surge.in.prices...As.a.result,.
many. experts. believe. that. we are at the start of a very 
prolonged commodities bull market,.set.to.last.for.almost.
two.decades.with.long-term.drivers.leading.to.what.some.
refer.to.as.the.“commodities.super-cycle”.

Commodities. can. be. broken. down. into. four. basic.
categories:. precious. metals,. base. metals,. energy. and.
agricultural.products.(also.known.as.‘soft’.commodities)..
Of. these,. soft. commodities. in. particular. have. staged. a.
spectacular. comeback. after. the. recession. with. some.
marking.multi-decade.highs..These.significant.price.rises.
have. been. caused. predominantly. by. macroeconomic.
trends. -. which. include. changing. world. demographics.
and. industrialisation,. the. demand. for. fuel. diversity,. and.
technological.advances...

These. trends,. which. are. going. to. impact. the. global.
demand.and.supply. for.soft.commodities,.are.expected.
to.persist.and.provide.investors.with.long-term.investment.
opportunities...Especially.the.current.upswing.in.agriculture.
as.the.sector.enters.the.perceived.‘super.cycle.’..

A closer look at Soft commodities

Our.lives.depend.on.commodities.yet.most.investors.are.
too.afraid.to.invest.in.them..Whereas.growth.stocks.and.
real. estate. are. considered. “safe. bets. that. can. only. go.
up,”.even.the.mention.of.the.word.“commodities”.creates.
confusion.

We. are. totally. dependent. on. commodities,. period..
Everybody.needs.food.and.clothing.to.survive.as.well.as.
energy.to.go.about.the.business.of.living:.all.items.that.we.
take.for.granted...Every.so.often,.however,.commodities.
get. their. revenge. and. the. limelight. they. rightly. deserve..
When. raw. materials. are. in. great. demand. and. supplies.
are.extremely.tight,.commodities.make.headlines.all.over.
the.world.as.prices.soar..Now,.we.are.witnessing.another.
such.time..

Soft.commodities.are.back.in.sharp.focus.as.wheat.prices.
soar. and. hedge. funds. corner. the. cocoa. market.. . The.
Commodities.Super-cycle.is.here:.Get.the.timing.right.and.
there.is.big.money.to.be.made.

Green.Investing.
in.Hot.Spots.2011.
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What is The Commodities Super-cycle?

History.is.filled.with.massive.bull-markets.in.commodities,.
which.occur.regularly.... In.fact,.over.the.past.200.years,.
we.have.had.five.major.booms.in.natural.resources..The.
shortest. lasted.15.years,.and.the. longest.one.continued.
for.40.years...But.why.do.commodity.bull-markets.last.for.
such.a.long.time?

The.answer. can.be. summed.up. in. two.words.–. supply.
and.demand.

When.demand.is.on.the.rise,.it.takes.years.to.increase.the.
supply..Unlike.financial.assets,.the.supply.of.commodities.
cannot. be. increased. at. will.. Consider. crude. oil. as. an.
example.. Despite. our. desperate. need. for. increasing.
oil. production,. not. a. single. colossal. oil. field. has. been.
discovered.in.the.past.35.years..Now,.let.us.assume.that.
a. massive. oil. field. is. discovered. tomorrow.. While. that.
would.be.great.news,. it.would.still. take.years.before.the.
infrastructure.is.built.to.bring.this.newly.discovered.oil.to.
the.consumer..In.the.meantime,.oil.prices.will.continue.to.
surge..Similar.supply-constraints.also.apply.in.the.case.of.
agricultural.products.such.as.sugar,.corn,.coffee.or.wheat...
All.of.which.is.wonderful.news.for.the.commodity.investor.

The.current.bull-market.started.in.2001.when.commodities.
(adjusted. for. inflation). were. the. cheapest. they. had. ever.
been..What. this.means. is. that. the.current.bull-market. is.
still.an.infant.as.far.as.commodity.cycles.go.and.because.
of.emerging.markets.and. inflation,. it.has.the.potential.of.
becoming.the.biggest.bull.market.of.them.all.

Emerging Markets

Many. believe. that. the. key. drivers. of. the. resurgence. in.
commodity. prices,. from. the. beginning. of. this. decade,.
have. been. caused. by. an. industrialisation. of. emerging.
markets..People.can. look.at. the.economic.rise.of.China.
and.India.as.one.explanation..

The. main. drivers. behind. this. are. the. rapid. urbanization.
and.industrialization.of.the.population.hubs.of.these.two.

countries.. As. these. two. economies. continue. to. power.
ahead,.they.will.require.a.significant.amount.of.commodities.
over.the.coming.years..Metals.and.energy.will.be.needed.
to. build. cities. and. food. will. be. in. great. demand. as. the.
2.4.billion.Chinese.and.Indians.acquire.more.wealth..It.is.
worth.noting.that.per-capita.consumption.levels. in.these.
two.most.populated.countries.are.amongst.the.lowest.in.
the.world.and.expected.to.rise.rapidly..So,.even.a.small.
increment.in.demand.will.cause.shockwaves.in.commodity.
prices.

Furthermore,. both. India. and. China. are. less. indebted.
than.their.developed.peers.at.the.country,.company.and.
individual. level.. Importantly,. banks. in. emerging. market.
countries. have. surfaced. from. the. recent. credit. crisis.
relatively. unscathed,. as. they. generally. had. little. or. no.
exposure. to. the. ‘toxic. assets’. associated. with. the. sub-
prime.mortgage.fallout.in.the.US.

In. the. current. economic. environment,. where. monetary.
inflation. is. rampant,. every. investor. must. take. a. position.
in. commodities. as. a. wealth. preservation. strategy.. How.
much. you. invest. is. a. personal. decision,. but. consider.
allocating. 20-25%. of. your. net-worth. as. a. starting. point.
and.add.when.you.make.some.profits.

Up. until. now,. metals. and. energy. have. appreciated.
significantly..In.contrast,.soft.commodities.such.as.cotton,.
wheat. and. corn. have. not. increased. by. much. and. here.
lies. a. fantastic. investment. opportunity. for. the. long-term.
investor.. Adjusted. for. inflation,. grains. have. never. been.
cheaper.in.over.200.years..
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The Inflation Factor

We.are.living.in.an.inflationary.world...Most.central.banks.
continue.to.print.money.(``quantitative.easing``),.relentlessly..
The.money.supply.is.surging.by.roughly.10%.per.annum.
in.most.developed.nations...This.excessive.liquidity.has.to.
find.a.home.somewhere,.and.in.highly. inflationary.times,.
it. usually. goes. into. commodities. because. their. supplies.
cannot.be.increased.at.will....

Under.the.current.financial.scenario,.you.can.be.assured.
that.central.banks.around.the.world.will.continue.to.print.
money.for.as.long.as.they.can...If.they.do.not,.the.$46.trillion.
debt.in.the.United.States.for.example,.will.become.even.
more.of.a.problem.and.lead.the.world.in.to.an.economic.
depression.. The. truth. is. that. money. printing. (inflation).
makes.debt.less.formidable..Due.to.inflation,.the.hundred.
dollars.you.owe.today.will.“feel”.like.a.lot.less.in.ten.years.
time..In.other.words,.due.to.monetary.inflation,.you.may.
want.to.protect.your.wealth.by.investing.in.commodities.

While. many. are. concerned. about. the. risk. involved. with.
investing. in. commodities,. a. recent. study. conducted. by.
professors. from.Yale.University.and. the.Wharton.School.
of.Business.reveals.that.as.an.asset-class,.commodities.
outperformed.both.stocks.and.bonds.since.1959.–.and.
with.lower.volatility.when.compared.to.stocks..This.study.
is.clearly.a.milestone,.as.it.eliminates.the.myth.associated.
with.commodity.investing...In.fact,.it.could.be.argued.that.
investing. in.commodities. is.much.simpler. than. investing.
in. stocks. or. bonds. because. you. do. not. have. to. worry.
about. the. management. issues. of. a. particular. company.
or. industry..All. you.need. to.know.when. investing. in.any.
commodity.is.how.much.of.it.is.around.and.how.much.is.
being.used.up.

Soft.commodities.are.widely.believed.to.be.the.investment.
of. the. future. and. a. must-have. in. any. self-discerning.
portfolio..For.instance,.recent.studies.and.statistics.show.
that.if.you.invest.in.soft.commodities.via.agricultural.land.in.
the.Ukraine.you.are.on.your.way.to.being.a.winner.

.Soft.Commodities.&.Ukrainian.Farmland:

.A.Win-Win.Formula

The.Ukraine.has.some.of.the.most.fertile.farmland.in.the.
world.and.has.the.potential.to.be.the.most.productive..

New.technology.and.better.farming.techniques.are.being.
introduced. with. excellent. results.. The. ever-increasing.
product.yields. from. land.means. that. the.Ukraine. is.now.
among.the.global.leaders.in.grain.sales..In.2009,.Ukraine.
became.the.market.leader.in.Spain,.Tunisia,.Algeria,.Egypt.
and.Saudi,.and.also.entered.the.Far.Eastern.markets.of.
Japan.and.Korea.for.the.first.time.

Ukraine. farmland. has. several. advantages. in. a. very.
competitive. industry.. Along. with. more. effective. farming.
methods,. the. Ukraine. has. reduced. freight. prices.. In.
addition,. the. devaluation. of. the. Hryvnia. currency. has.
increased.profitability.

Agricultural.land.in.the.Ukraine.is.currently.under-exploited..

As.the.pressure.for.more.food.rises.globally,.more.land.in.
the.Ukraine.is.being.farmed..Just.a.decade.ago.one.million.
hectares.were.under.crops..In.2009,.Ukraine.farmed.4.2.
million.hectares,. a.massive. increase.of.420%..Likewise,.
farms. are. getting. bigger. –. the. average. farm. size. grew.
from. just. 28. hectares. to. 101. between. 1999. and. 2009..
Reflecting. this. growth. in. agriculture. are. the. production.
volumes. from. Ukraine. land.. These. saw. a. year-on-year.
increase.of.5%.in.January.this.year.

The. rich. and. fertile. soil. found. throughout. the. Ukraine.
successfully. produces. grains. (corn,. barley. and. wheat).
and. sunflower.. Together. with. Argentina. and. Russia,. the.
Ukraine.forms.part.of. the.so-called.“Sunflower.Triangle.”.
The. increased.quality.of.Ukraine.sunflower.crops.plus.a.
consistent.export.level.of.an.average.of.1.76.million.tonnes.
over. the. last. three. years. ensures. that. the. Ukraine. is. a.
leader.in.the.sunflower.industry.

But.all.this.is.just.the.tip.of.the.iceberg..According.to.the.
US. Department. of. Agriculture. (USDA),. the. Ukraine. has.
huge.potential.in.agriculture,.a.potential.that.will.gradually.
be. realised. over. the. next. ten. years.. The. recent. USDA.
report. ‘Agricultural. Projections. to. 2019´finds. that. the.
Ukraine. along. with. Russia. and. Kazakhstan. will. become.
major.agricultural.players.by.2020.

The. report. also. says. that. traditional. exporters. such. as.
Australia,.the.EU.and.US.will.“remain.important.in.global.
trade.in.the.coming.decade..But.countries.that.are.making.
significant. investments. in. their. agricultural. sectors. and.
increasingly. pursuing. policies. to. encourage. agricultural.
production,. including. the. Ukraine. and. Kazakhstan,. are.
expected. to. have. an. increasing. presence. in. export.
markets.for.basic.agricultural.commodities”.

The.report.highlights.corn.exports.from.the.Former.Soviet.
Union,. which. are. predicted. to. rise. to. 8.4. million. tonnes.
by. 2019.. The. bulk. of. these. exports. will. come. from. the.
Ukraine.where. “favourable. resource.endowments,.wider.
use.of.hybrid.seed,.and.greater.investment.in.agriculture,.
stimulate.corn.production”.

Barley. is. also. a. vitally. important. crop. for. the. Ukraine,.
which.together.with.Russia,.has.an.almost.50%.share.of.
the.world’s.barley.trade..According.to.the.USDA,.“Ukraine.
became.the.world’s.largest.barley.exporter.in.2009.and.is.
projected. to. remain. so. throughout. the.projection.period.
(2019)”..

With.farming.productivity.increasing.annually,.the.future.for.
investment.in.Ukraine.farmland.looks.very.bright.
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Local politics: 
An Environment Conducive for Investment 

There’s.no.doubt.that.the.Ukraine.is.sitting.on.the.largest.
area.of.highly.fertile.land.in.all.of.Europe..The.question.is.
how.sensible.is.their.government.in.handling.this.resource?.
Governments. in. their.desire. to.pander. to.easy.votes,.or.
just.control.their.populace,.can.be.notorious.for.ruining.the.
utilisation.of.resources,.particularly.farmland.

Ridiculously. high. export. duties. can. be. set. to. “protect”.
local.producers,.as.done.in.recent.years.by.Argentina.on.
Soya.exports,.or.ownership.of.land.is.restricted.to.locals,.
so.denying.the.country.the.undoubted.benefits.of.foreign.
investment..The.ultimate.lunacy.of.such.interference.in.the.
market. can. be. seen. in. Communist. North. Korea,. where.
people.have.actually.starved. to.death. in. large.numbers,.
while. their. neighbours. to. the. south. experienced. no.
shortages...

Fortunately,. the. Ukraine. recognises. the. money.
making. potential. of. its. farming. sector. and. has. avoided.
implementing. high. tariffs. that. can. interfere. with. trade..
Average.agricultural. tariffs.are.9.11%.and.the.Ukrainians.
are. trying. to. establish. free. trade.with. countries. such. as.
Canada.

Farming. activities. are. treated. favourably. for. tax. in. the.
Ukraine,.which.is.no.doubt.a.major.factor.in.the.strongly.
growing. foreign. investment. in. farming.. However,. land.
reform. isn’t. complete. and. ownership. can. only. be. via.
company.ownership,.with.max.leases.of.up.to.49.years..

.Sustainable.Agriculture:

.Another.Industry.Poised.to.Surge.

Earlier. this. year,. investment. guru. Jim. Rogers. predicted.
that.within.the.next.decade.farmers.will.be.the.ones.driving.
Lamborghinis,. while. stock. brokers. will. drive. tractors. or.
taxis..His.contrarian.proclamation.has.since.fuelled.intense.
investor.interest.in.the.agriculture.sector..But.despite.this.
growing. interest,. the. majority. of. investors. have. yet. to.
discover. the.sector’s.most.promising.niche:.sustainable 
agriculture.

Today,.farming.uses.80.to.90%.of.all.the.water.consumed.
within.the.developed.world,.along.with.millions.of.gallons.of.
chemical.pesticides,.hormones.and.antibiotics..After.food.is.
grown,.processors.and.retailers.ship.it.across.vast.distances.
before. it. reaches.consumers..The.result. is.a.tangled.web.
of. farms,. runoff,.oil.dependency.and.highly-processed.or.
unripe. food. laced.with.chemicals..Sustainable.agriculture.
offers.a.healthier,.more.environmentally-friendly.alternative..
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Two. measurable. factors. are. driving. growth. in. the.
sustainable. agriculture. sector:. rising. oil. prices. and.
increasing. consumer. demand.. Traditional. agriculture. is.
highly.dependent.upon.petrochemicals.. In. fact,. in.2008,.
when. fuel. and. fertilizer. prices. began. to. rise,. the. USDA.
researchers.noted. that.most. farmers. immediately.began.
to.reduce.fertilizer,.fuel,.pesticide.and.herbicide.usage.to.
reduce.costs..With. input.costs.on.the.rise,.“sustainable”.
practices.have.begun.to.become.synonymous.with.“cost-
effectiveness.”

At. the. same. time,. savvy. health-conscious. consumers.
are. demanding. foods. free. of. pesticides,. hormones. and.
antibiotics..In.an.effort.to.appease.these.consumers,.large.
food.conglomerates.like.Tesco`s.have.already.been.asking.
farmers.to.change.the.way.they.farm,.from.conserving.water.
to.limiting.pesticide.usage...Moreover,.companies.like.Wal-
Mart. Stores. Inc.,. The. Kellogg. Company. and. PepsiCo’s.
Frito-Lay.have.mandated.conservation.practices,.and.the.
few.producers.able.to.meet.their.requirements.have.been.
inundated.with.orders.

What. this. all. means. is. that. a. new. crop. of. agriculture.
businesses,. ones. with. cost-effective,. eco-friendly.
innovations,. will. experience. increased. demand. for. their.
products.. . Institutional. investors. have. already. begun. to.
take.advantage.of.this.trend,.seeking.out.these.companies.
and.investing.in.them.directly.

By.doing.so,.they.are.making.double-digit.returns.-all.with.
a.clear.conscience...Agriculture.is.a.$100.billion.industry.
and. there. is. room. for. everybody,. including. the. small.
investor..High.net.worth.individuals.and.family.offices.are.
also.beginning.to.scour.the.sector..For.example,.according.
to.this.year’s.edition.of.the.World.Wealth.Report,.12%.of.

high.net.worth.investors,.worth.a.total.of.$40.7.trillion.(€26.
trillion),.allocated.money.to.the.sector.last.year..

What. this. means. is. simple:. The. sustainable. agriculture.
sector.is.about.to.explode.with.the.future.for.sustainable.
agriculture.investments.looking.very.promising.indeed.

.Sustainable.Timber

According. to. the. World. Bank. Commodity. Price. Index.
there.are.only.3.commodities.that.have.increased.in.value.
over.the.past.10.years:.Gold,.Crude.and.Timber.with.the.
latter.trading.$200.Billion.each.year.

Global.demand. for.hardwood.has.multiplied.25. times. in.
the.last.40.years,.and.with.population.growth.rates.higher.
than.ever.this.trend.will.continue..With. less.than.13%.of.
the. world’s. surface. covered. in. forests,. and. increasing.
concerns. over. global. warming,. there. is. now. a. global.
crackdown.on.illegal.logging.and.deforestation..Supply.is.
being.severely.restricted.and.these.two.factors.combined.
will.drive.legal.timber.prices.higher.in.the.years.to.come.

Given.the.recent.volatility.in.global.stock.markets,.investors.
are.looking.towards.commodities.for.security..Hardwood.
and.timber.offers.the.ideal.diversification.from.real.estate.
and.equity.portfolios,.providing.a.non-volatile.market.with.
high. long-term.returns.on. investment,.and.a. low.risk-to-
return.ratio.

Sustainable.forestry.in.particular,.offers.a.unique.opportunity.
to.do.something.responsible.for.the.planet.whilst.accruing.
a.healthy.capital.gain...Here.are.some.reasons.why.every.
serious.investor.should.consider.timber.investments:
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•  Long-term, stable investment:. with. long. growth.
periods. and. minimal. demand. /. supply. fluctuations,.
forestry.offers.stable.long.term.return.projections.

•  Value rises with maturity:. As. trees. grow,. their.
marketable. timber. volume. increases. at. an. increasing.
rate,.as.does.the.woods’.value.

•  Little affected by macroeconomics:. Irrespective.
of. which. government. is. in. power. or. global. currency.
fluctuations,. inflation. and. interest. rates,. the. long-term.
factor. of. forestry. and. its. fundamental. applications.
produce.a.more.constant.growth.rate.

•  Hedge against real estate & equity portfolios:.
For.the.reasons.above,.forestry’s.stability.makes.it.the.
perfect.portfolio.hedge.against.more.volatile.markets.

•  Flexible exit return dates:. with. a. range. of. harvest.
dates. forestry. investments. have. great. exit. strategy.
flexibility..If.the.price.were.to.fall.one.year,.wait.another.
year.or.2,.whilst.your.asset.continues.to.physically.grow.

•  Potential tax advantages:. such. as. SIPPs. or. CGT.
rollover. relief,. depending. on. project. location. and.
structure.

•  Demand & supply:. Global. consumption. of. tropical.
hardwoods.has.multiplied.nearly.25.times.in.the.last.4.
decades..Around.40m.acres.of.tropical.forest.are.being.
destroyed.each.year.and.not.being.replaced.

•  Future carbon credit market:. some. reforestation.
projects.may.be.applicable.for.future.carbon.accreditation.
depending.on.location.and.project.management.

Over. the. last. 20. years. institutional. investors. have. also.

ploughed. over. US$35bn. in. to. timberland. globally,. via. a.

combination. of. 100. private. pensions,. foundations. and.

endowment. funds.. Last. year. the. Harvard. Endowment.

Fund. invested. $500m. in. forestry. and. carbon. credits. in.

New.Zealand.alone..So.why. is. timber.becoming.such.a.

popular.asset.class.with.institutions?

The. reason. is. that. it. can. be. classified. as. a. specialised.

form. of. long-term. bond.. A. forest. holds. mature. timber.

that.generates.cash.each.year.through.harvests.that.can.

be.easily.modelled,. and. is. scarcely. affected.by. financial.

market. movement.. In. fact,. it. is. the. tax. that. is. a. major.

driver..In.the.UK,.for.example,.forestry.land.held.for.2.years.

or.more.can.avoid.inheritance.tax.and.is.also.exempt.from.

income.tax.

Having. outperformed. stocks,. bonds. and. other.

commodities.for.the. last.30.years.at.an.average.of.15%.

annually,. timber. is. a. low. risk,. low. volatility,. high. return.

“dream.asset”.

Future.demand.is.assured..One.current.forecast.predicts.

that. China’s. urban. population. will. increase. over. 350m.

people.in.the.next.20.years,.effectively.requiring.50.cities.

the. size. of. greater. London. to. be. constructed. in. China.

alone.
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WilderHill.
Clean.
Energy.
Index.

Up.77%

CleanTech.
Index.

Up.77%

S&P.500.
is.up.

ONLY.58%

Since.the.March.9,.2009.Low

WilderHill.
New..Energy.
Global.Index.

Up.83%

Trees.biological. growth.adds. value. to. the.asset. as. time.
passes.. Larger. volumes. (12. inch. diameter). have. much.
higher. value. so. any. adverse. effect. from. inflation. or.
downward. price. movement. is. naturally. mitigated. by.
volume.growth.

Additionally,.the.natural.state.of.trees.allows.an.investor.to.
warehouse.the. timber.on.the.stump.until.such.time.that.
the. favourable. market. conditions. prevail.. Finally. timber.
portfolios.are.incredibly.diverse.due.to.the.wide.range.of.
growth.characteristics.of.different.species,.enabling.long-
term.gain.or.short-term.cash.flow.focus,.and.combinations.
of. the. two.by. investing. in.different. aged.and.species.of.
stock.

.Next.Generation.Bio-Fuels

The. global. demand. for. bio-fuels,. particularly. in. the. last.
couple. of. years,. has. increased. significantly. as. they. are.
increasingly. seen. as. a. viable. alternative. to. fossil. fuels..
The.growth.in.demand.for.these.products.is.expected.to.
remain.strong.over.the.next.5-10.years.due.to.mandated.
growth.targets.

Recently,.the.Bio-fuel.industry.has.been.surrounded.with.
some.level.of.doubt.as.to.whether.or.not.it.really.is.as.good.
for.the.environment.and.the.world.as.it.claims.to.be..Many.
people.have.thus.begun.to.avoid.investing.in.the.Bio-fuels.
industry.despite.it.being.a.viable.and.beneficial.investment.
opportunity.

The.controversy.surrounding.Bio-fuels.is.that.it.decreases.
food.supplies.by.using.up.valuable.farming.land.to.produce.

it..In.particular,.bio-fuels.have.been.targeted.as.the.culprits.
for. increasing. food. costs. because. it. is. produced. from.
agricultural.commodities..On.the.other.hand,.it.has.been.
declared.that.Bio-fuels.shouldn´t.have.any.negative.effects.
on.food.supplies. if.given.more. investment..For. instance,.
many.claim.that.Bio-fuels.will.not.affect.the.food.supply.of.
either.European.or. third.world.countries.providing. it.has.
the.investment.it.requires.

Bio-fuels.have.since.moved.on.and.developed.progressively.
from. their. first. generation. counterparts. that. had.caused.
many.to.point.the.finger.in.the.past..First.generation.Bio-
fuels. consist. of. corn. and. other. starchy. food. materials.
which.has.led.many.people.to.consider.their.impact.on.the.
farming. industry.. However,. this. blame. has. been. grossly.
disproportionate.as.you.need.to.understand.and.consider.
the. other. factors. that. play. a. more. dominant. role. in. the.
food.supply. issues.such.as.a.higher.meat/diary.demand.
and. weather. conditions.. Therefore,. it. is. clear. that. given.
enough. investment. into.second.generation.Bio-fuels. the.
industry.would.stabilize.in.the.long.term,.while.remaining.a.
more.environmentally.friendly.fuel.alternative.

Green enerGy Indexes truMp tHe s&p
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In. fact,. the. Bio-fuels. industry. is. leaping. forward. in. the.
research.and.development.of.cellulose-.an.organic.plant.
matter.that.is.not.used.by.the.food.industry-.which.avoids.
any. impact. on. the. agricultural. farming. industry.. Instead,.
this. method. utilizes. waste. materials. such. as. straw. and.
therefore,. does. not. use. up. valuable. food. materials. or.
affect.the.food.market.

Investing.in.the.Bio-fuels.industry.is.a.long.term.investment.
that. is. expected. to. start. paying. off. by. the. year. 2012.
when.commercial.plants.are.expected.to.be.in.operation,.
providing.that.adequate.Bio-fuel.investment.is.made.

In. fact,. rather. than. discrediting. their. value,. bio-fuels. are.
becoming. increasingly. more. attractive,. the. more. they.
develop.. For. instance,. it. is. proposed. that. the. bio-fuels.
industry. is. receiving. finance. from. the. US. Department.
of. Energy. to. complete. the. process. and. produce. viable.
production.plants..So. it. seems,.while.others.are. turning.
away.from.investing.in.Bio-fuels.frightened.by.the.tall.tales.
of.problematic.food.supply.interference,.others.are.all.set.
to.reap.the.benefits.that.long.term.Bio-fuel.investment.will.
produce. including. large. scale.production,. environmental.
solutions,. fuel. stability,. economic. stability. and. naturally.
commercial.enterprise.

In.short,.don’t.get. frightened.by.first.generation.Bio-fuel.
shortcomings.and.the.hype.of.Bio-fuel.competition.against.
food.supplies..This.is.simply.no.longer.the.case..Instead,.

Bio-fuel. investors. can. expect. to. see. massive. changes.
in. Bio-fuel. production. that. will. benefit. the. environment,.
stabilize. fuel.production.and.avoid.any.negative. impacts.
on.the.food.industry.

Solar.Energy.Trends
At.least.now,.most.investors.are.aware.of.the.ubiquitous.
solar. market.. But. simply. being. aware. of. it. is. no. longer.
enough..To.really.make.money.in.this.industry.—predicted.
to.grow.48%.annually.from.2010.to.a.size.of.$100.billion.
globally.by.2013.—.you.must.first.fully.understand.how.a.
solar.panel.comes.to.be.and.which.companies.specialize.
in.each.step.of.the.process.

The Solar Panel Process

Long.before.a.solar.panel.(called.a.module.in.the.industry),.
can.be.installed.on.a.business.or.household.rooftop,.there.
are.some.steps.that.must.take.place.

It. all. starts. with. plain. ol’. sand,. from. which. silicon. is.
extracted. via. various. chemical. processes.. The. refined.
and.nearly.pure.silicon,.called.polysilicon.or.poly,. is.then.
heated.and.cast.into.cubes,.called.ingots.

Cube-shaped.ingots.are.then.sawed.into.square.wafers..
Then.the.magic.happens..The.polysilicon.wafers.are.then.
placed.on.a.substrate,.usually.glass,.to.make.a.solar.cell..
A.number.of.cells.are.then.arranged.together.and.set. in.
place.to.form.a.panel..The.final.package.is.called.a.module.

That’s.how.a.solar.panel.is.made.in.a.nutshell..But.hidden.
in.those.few.steps.are.hundreds.of.companies,.thousands.
of.patents,.and.more.than.a.few.investment.vehicles.that.
can.make.those.“in.the.know”.a.lot.of.money.
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The. chart. above. represents. a. visual. representation. of.
installed.solar.capacity.since.the.turn.of.the.century..If.the.
chart.looks.impressive,.it’s.because.the.solar.market.grew.
over.1,500%.in.those.eight.years,.from.less.than.a.gigawatt.
to.well.over.15.gigawatts.

For. nearly. a. decade,. the. industry. surged. ahead. with. a.
compounded.annual.growth.rate.over.40%,.and.investors.
made.a.lot.of.money.on.the.companies.making.it.happen..
The.solar.market.is.still.set.to.triple.in.size.in.the.next.five.
years..

By.2015,. installed.solar.capacity.will.grow.another.347%.
to.over.72.gigawatts.as.utilities.worldwide.are.incentivized.
and.forced.to.adopt.sustainable.production.assets,.and.as.
solar.energy. reaches.price.parity. in.a.growing.number.of.
markets.

In.order.for.those.forecasts.to.hold.true,.improved.policy.is.
going.to.have.to.do.battle.with.current.economic.conditions.

The Current State of the Solar Market

The. solar. market. is. currently. facing. rapidly. falling. prices,.
both.for.its.raw.material.and.its.finished.product..

A. seasonal.dip. in.demand.and. the. related.oversupply.of.
panels.coupled.with.the.general.economic.slowdown.and.
restricted. lending.has. led. to.an.up. to.~30%.decrease. in.
selling.prices.for.solar.modules.

Of. course,. the. operating. costs. of. solar. companies. have.
not. fallen. as. quickly,. forcing. companies. to. reduce. profit.
margins.as.they.sell.discounted.panels..In.fact,.in.the.recent.
price. scramble,. Chinese. manufacturers. have. opened. an.
advantage.over.historically.dominant.European.companies.

Established. Chinese. producers. are. currently. offering.
contracted.prices.of.about.€2.00.per.watt,.while.European.
suppliers.are.struggling.to.break.below.€2.50.per.watt..As.
such,.Chinese.solar.companies.are.poised. to.gain.some.
European.market. share..You. should. see. that. reflected. in.
their.share.prices.over.the.next.few.quarters.

Even. with. the. economy. in. the. pits,. the. German. solar.
market--the. largest. in. the. world--is. still. set. for. steady.
growth,.thanks.to.renewed.lending.by.German.state.bank.
KfW.and.national.political.commitment..Funding.for.rooftop.
and. small. ground. installations. is. also. flowing. again. from.
large.European.investment.banks.and.local.savings.banks.

Other.countries.in.the.European.Union.will.take.longer.than.
Germany.to.heat.their.solar.markets.back.up...Any.astute.
investor.should.thus.ensure.that.they.have.exposure.to.the.
German.market,.which.is.predicted.to.be.one.of.the.earliest.
to.recover.from.the.current.economic.downturn....Only.the.
most.highly.efficient.panels.with.the.best.prices.and.best.
warranties.will.be.purchased..Smaller.Chinese.companies.
are.probably.the.most.at.risk.

Balance. sheets. for. all. solar. companies.will. be.off. for. the.
next.few.quarters.as.reduced.demand.from.the.recession.
and. cyclical. seasonal. patterns. works. its. way. off. balance.
sheets.

In.addition. to.Germany,. the.U.S.-considered. the.sleeping.
giant.of.the.solar. industry-is.also.doing.much.to.ensure.a.
robust.solar.rebound.

Here’s.a.snapshot.of.what.the.U.S..recent.stimulus.did.for.
the.solar.industry:

Investors. are. now. able. to. take. a. 30%. federal. refund. on.
the.value.of.a.new.installation.before.deducting.any.state.
incentives.. So. a. theoretical. $100.00. dollar. solar. system.
in. North. Carolina. (35%. state. credit). now. only. costs. the.
investor.$35.00-because.both.federal.and.state.incentives.
are.now.calculated.from.the. full.price..Best.part. is,. those.
federal.incentives.have.no.cap.and.the.project.need.only.be.
finished.by.2017.to.qualify.

This. incentive.alone.will. rapidly. increase.solar.demand.as.
homeowners.and.investors.alike.rush.to.get.discounts.on.
solar.installations.on.the.taxpayers’.dime..But.there.are.many.
more.solar.provisions.in.the.stimulus.that.will.only.magnify.
the.gains.that.can.be.taken.on.the.right.solar.stocks.

There’s. also. $6. billion. dedicated. to. paying. the. fees. on.
guaranteed. loans.. This. clause. is. aimed. at. encouraging.
banks.to.make.loans.for.renewable.projects..Most.estimates.
say. that.$6.billion. in.guarantees.will. translate. into.$60. in.
new.loans.
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.What.is.Socially.Responsible

.Investing?.

The. differences. between. green. investing. and. socially.
responsible.investing.are.subtle:.green.investing.is.actually.
a. form. of. socially. responsible. investing.. Both. of. these.
terms. refer. to. investment. philosophies. that. are. backed.
by. ethical. guidelines. that. help. to. steer. the. investment.
selection.process..The.biggest.difference.between.the.two.
is.the.overall.scope.of.the.investment.philosophies’.focus:.
green.investing.is.narrower.in.its.focus.when.compared.to.
socially.responsible.investing.

Green. investing. focuses. on. investing. in. companies.
and. technologies. that. are. deemed. to. be. good. for. the.
environment..This.includes.individual.companies.that.have.
a.solid.track.record.of.reducing.the.environmental.impact.of.
their.operations,.as.well.as.companies.that.offer.alternative.
energy.technologies.such.as.solar.and.wind.power..Green.
investors.will.also.avoid.investing.in.companies.that.have.
a.negative.impact.on.the.environment,.such.as.companies.
with.poor.emissions.standards..

Socially. responsible. investing. is. broader. in. its. focus. in.
that. it. considers. companies. that. create. a. social. and.
environmental. benefit,. and. avoids. companies. that. have.
a. negative. effect. on. society.. Companies. with. a. strong.
record.of.charitable.contributions. that.provide.a. fair.and.
diverse. workplace,. and/or. that. have. a. minimal. impact.
on. the. environment. are. just. a. few. examples. of. social.
responsibility..A.major.part.of.socially.responsible.investing.
is. the.exclusion.of.certain. industries. that.are.deemed.to.
have.a.negative.impact.on.society,.including.those.involved.
in.alcohol,.tobacco.and.defence.

6 Trends in socially responsible investing  
to watch for in 2010

1 . Continued push towards technology..As.technology.
has. been. a. pillar. of. the. fundamentals. of. social.
investing,. 2011. will. not. prove. any. different.. It. will. be.
the.development.of. technology. that.allows. the.world.
to.achieve.better.sustainability,. ranging. in.areas. from.
energy.to.food.scarcity..Considered.to.be.an.underlying.
mega-trend. of. socially. responsible. investing,. the.
advancement.of.technology,.and.subsequently.human.
productivity,. will. continue. to. be. a. strong. foundation.
in.the.performance.of.socially.responsible. investment.
portfolios.

2 ..Renewable energy.. Continuing. to. push. forward.
for. renewable. energy,. socially. responsible. investors.
and.companies.are. looking. for. the.new. technologies.
that. will. turn. renewable. energy. into. a. cost-effective.
reality..Shell.for.example,.will.expand.its.investments.in.
renewable.technologies.such.as.wind,.solar.and.hydro.
power.by.also.investing.in.next.generation.sustainable.
bio-fuels. that.will. not.drive.up. food.prices.or. lead. to.
deforestation...When.this.technology. is.mature,. it.will.
create. a. new. evolutionary. process. of. cost-effective.
renewable. energy.. Green. investments. in. this. sector.
will. continue. to. grow. in. a. quest. to. find. better,. more.
sustainable.energy.sources.

3 ..Changing tide for all companies.. As. the.
movements. for. human. rights,. sustainability,. and.
corporate.governance. responsibility.have.moved. into.
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the. mainstream. consumer’s. radar,. all. corporations.
will.eventually.be. impacted.by.shifting.perspectives.–.
and. held. responsible. for. their. corporate. governance.
sustainability. practices.. In. addition,. prompted. by. the.
growing. strength. and. influence. of. social. investing.
dollars,.which.account.for.$1.out.of.every.$5.of.managed.
investment.funds,.corporations.have.no.choice.but.to.
respond.to.the.changing.tide..An.exemplary.example.
is.Walmart,.the.black.sheep.of.retail.corporations,.who.
recently.released.its.first.sustainability.report.–.and.also.
began.offering.sustainable. farm.produce.and.organic.
food.in.the.stores.

4 ..Global warming measures.. With. mainstream.
financial. powerhouses. launching. “climate. change.
funds,”.global.warming.measures.will.continue.to.fuel.
the.growth.of.socially.responsible.investing.and.green.
investing..With.additional.calls.from.both.the.scientific.
community.and.policy.makers,.companies.are. taking.
heed.. In. addition,. there. are. significant. profits. to. be.
made..According.to.the.“Carbon.Beta”.research.report.
published. by. Innovest. Strategic. Value. Advisors,. the.
corporations. who. capitalized. upon. climate. change.
opportunities.have.performed.better.than.their.industry.
peers.. This. value. can. only. continue. to. grow,. with.
government.policies.moving.towards.stricter.emission.

controls,. benefiting. those. socially. responsible. stocks.
that. are. geared. toward. solving. the. environmental.
problem.

5 ..Going green.. The. socially. responsible. investing.
focus. on. green. investments. has. been. a. significantly.
prominent. staple. of. the. screening. process. of.
sustainability.. However,. in. 2011,. expect. additional.
“financially. green”. investment. vehicles. introduced. to.
the.global.market..With.growing.consumer.awareness.
fuelled. by. media. coverage,. the. report. predicted. an.
increased. demand. for. green. investing. –. and. related.
green. financial. instruments. –. offered. by. specialised.
investment.firms..In.addition,.with.the.launch.of.several.
regulated. and. non-regulated. green. funds,. focused.
on. environmentally. friendly. initiatives. and. sustainable.
companies,. the. trend. of. green. investments. in. the.
financial.sector.will.be.a.big.mover.in.2010.

6 ..Community investing.. Having. grown. five. times. in.
value. since. 1995,. community. investment. efforts. will.
continue. to.be. a. leading. trend. in. social. investing. for.
2011.. With. the. private. real. estate. market. in. the. US.
either. decreasing. or. hitting. a. plateau,. the. supply. of.
land.available. for. low-income.housing.and.economic.
projects. increases. –. creating. additional. opportunities.
for.community.investments.
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.Final.Remarks.

Don’t. let. the. recent. events. on. global. stock. markets.

scare. you. off.. . Green. investment. fundamentals. are.

rock. solid.. . Green. Investing. is. at. the. nexus. of. stimulus.

support.by.governments.around. the.World.. .But. it’s.not.

just.governments..Corporations,.too,.are.ramping.up.their.

Green. investments.. You. may. be. familiar. with. some. of.

them..Big.companies.like.Intel.….PepsiCo.….Dell.….and.

Wal-Mart. are. investing.substantial. amounts.of.money. in.

solar,.energy-efficient.buildings,.sustainable.food.practices.

and.other.renewable.technologies.

World. leaders. and. CEOs. of. multinational. corporations.

aren’t.tree-hugging.liberals.getting.into.Green.Investments.
because. they. want. to. “make. the. world. a. better. place.”.
They.are.shrewd.economic.realists.betting.big.dollars.that.
Green.technology.is.vital.to.their.economic.survival.

A. few. years. ago,. Green. Investing. may. have. been. the.
domain.of.environmental. idealists,.but. today. it. is.one.of.
the. fastest-growing.sectors.on.global.markets.. . It. is.still.
early.days,.and.the.sector.is.still.young.enough.to.provide.
tremendous.opportunities.to.the.discerning.investor.

Green. is. here. to. stay.. And. it’s. shaping. up. to. be. the.
cornerstone.of.the.21st.century.economy.
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Disclaimer:.Do.not.base.any.investment.decisions.based.solely.on.this.report..You.should.always.consult.a.financial.advisor..We.are.not.a.securities.broker.or.an.investment.
adviser.registered.with.any.securities.regulatory.authority..We.are.neither. licensed.nor.qualified.to.provide. investment.advice..The. information.contained. in.our.report.should.
be.viewed.as.commercial.advertisement.and.is.not.intended.to.be.investment.advice..The.report.is.not.provided.to.any.particular.individual.with.a.view.toward.their.individual.
circumstances..The.information.contained.in.our.report.is.not.an.offer.to.buy.or.sell.securities..We.distribute.opinions,.comments.and.information.free.of.charge.exclusively.to.
individuals.who.wish.to.receive.them..Our.newsletter.and.website.have.been.prepared.for.informational.purposes.only.and.are.not.intended.to.be.used.as.a.complete.source.of.
information.on.any.particular.company.or.sector..An.individual.should.never.invest.in.the.securities.of.any.sectors.profiled.based.solely.on.information.contained.in.our.report..
Individuals.should.assume.that.all.information.contained.in.the.report.about.profiled.companies.is.not.trustworthy.unless.verified.by.their.own.independent.research..To.the.fullest.
extent.of.the.law,.we.will.not.be.liable.to.any.person.or.entity.for.the.quality,.accuracy,.completeness,.reliability,.or.timeliness.of.the.information.provided.in.the.report,.or.for.any.
direct,.indirect,.consequential,.incidental,.special.or.punitive.damages.that.may.arise.out.of.the.use.of.information.we.provide.to.any.person.or.entity.(including,.but.not.limited.to,.
lost.profits,.loss.of.opportunities,.trading.losses,.and.damages.that.may.result.from.any.inaccuracy.or.incompleteness.of.this.information).




